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ABSTRACT

Objectives The policy of centralising hyperacute stroke units (HASUs) in England aims to provide stroke care in units that are both large enough to sustain expertise (>600 admissions/year) and dispersed enough to rapidly deliver time-critical treatments (<30 min maximum travel time). Currently, just over half (56%) of patients with stroke access care in such a unit. We sought to model national configurations of HASUs that would optimise both institutional size and geographical access to stroke care, to maximise the population benefit from the centralisation of stroke care.

Setting 127 acute stroke services in England, serving a population of 54 million people.

Participants 238 887 emergency admissions with acute stroke over a 3-year period (2013–2015).

Intervention Modelled reconfigurations of HASUs optimised for institutional size and geographical access.

Main outcome measure Travel distances and times to HASUs, proportion of patients attending a HASU with at least 600 admissions per year, and minimum and maximum HASU admissions.

Results Solutions were identified with 75–85 HASUs with annual stroke admissions in the range of 600–2000, which achieve up to 82% of patients attending a stroke unit within 30 min estimated travel time (with at least 95% and 98% of the patients being within 45 and 60 min travel time, respectively).

Conclusions The reconfiguration of hyperacute stroke services in England could lead to all patients being treated in a HASU with between 600 and 2000 admissions per year. However, the proportion of patients within 30 min of a HASU would fall from over 90% to 80%–82%.

INTRODUCTION

Stroke is a leading cause of death and disability worldwide, with an estimated 5.9 million deaths and 33 million stroke survivors in 2010. In England, Wales and Northern Ireland, 85 000 people are hospitalised with stroke each year, and stroke is ranked third as a cause of loss of disability-adjusted life years in the UK over the last 25 years.

In recent years the National Health Service (NHS) in England has sought to promote the reconfiguration of stroke services across the country, building on the evidence-based model developed in London. Centralisation of stroke care in London has been shown to increase thrombolysis rates, reduce mortality, reduce length of stay and reduce long-term costs to the NHS. These benefits are considered to be due to patients being cared for by specialist stroke teams, facilitated by direct hospital admission to a large hyperacute stroke unit (HASU). In the HASU model of care, patients are taken directly to units that may provide immediate response to stroke, including assessment, stabilisation and any primary intervention, before later discharge or transfer to step-down local stroke units. Guidelines recommend a minimum number of admissions to a HASU of 600 patients per year, and NHS England reconfiguration guidelines also suggest ‘travel time should be ideally 30 min but no more than 60 min’.
was guided by a modelling exercise whereby sites were identified with no Londoner more than a 30 min ambulance journey from the nearest HASU.5 Time from onset to emergency hospital treatment is known to be especially critical for ischaemic stroke, when the effectiveness of thrombolysis declines rapidly in the first few hours after stroke.10 More recently, mechanical thrombectomy has shown effectiveness in patients presenting up to 6 hours after stroke onset, with effectiveness still higher if treatment is given earlier.11

With the critical importance of speed to treatment with thrombolysis or thrombectomy, it has nonetheless been questioned if the improvements in outcome that came with centralisation of stroke services in metropolitan areas could be replicated in more rural environments, with modelling being suggested as a first step at analysing the problem.12 We therefore sought to investigate the potential for meeting the dual objectives of all patients with acute stroke being admitted to a HASU of sufficient size (at least 600 patients with acute stroke per year) and that unit being within 30 min travel time. The modelling described here focuses on the HASU phase of stroke care5 and does not extend to organisation of ongoing step-down care in local stroke units, or after discharge home.

METHODS
Detailed methods, with links to underlying data and source code used, are given in the online supplementary appendix.

The model predicts, for any configuration of HASUs, the travel times (fastest road travel time chosen, from home location of patient to hospital with the shortest estimated travel time) and the number of admissions to each HASU. A genetic algorithm was used to identify good configurations.

We included 2388878 patients coded with ischaemic or haemorrhagic stroke (ICD-10 161, 163, 164; ICD, International Statistical Classification of Diseases and Related Health Problems) with an emergency admission over a 3-year period (2013–2015). Stroke admission numbers were counts of admissions for each of 31 771 Lower Super Output Areas (LSOAs) in England. No individual patient-level data were accessed: counts of admissions per LSOA were extracted from Hospital Episode Statistics (HES; http://www.hscic.gov.uk/hes), with access to national HES data managed through Lightfoot Solutions (http://www.lightfootsolutions.com/). Estimated fastest road travel times were obtained from a geographical information system (Maptitude, with MP-MileCharter add-in).

We used a genetic algorithm based on NSGA-II (Nondominated Sorting Genetic Algorithm)13 to derive potential configurations of HASUs across England, balancing competing objectives. Solutions were eliminated if another solution was equally as good in all optimisation parameters and was better in at least one parameter. The selected configurations were based on a range of optimisation parameters (listed in the online supplementary appendix) that seek to minimise travel distances and to control admission numbers (admitting as many people to HASUs with at least 600 admissions per year while also seeking to control the maximum number of admissions to any hospital). Solutions retained are referred to as non-dominated solutions; together these form a ‘Pareto front’, where improved performance in one objective can only be at the expense of another.

RESULTS
The model assumes patients attend the hospital closest to their home location. In order to test this assumption, we compared admissions predicted (assuming that patients attend their closest hospital) with actual admissions to each hospital. When comparing predicted with actual admissions, there was a median absolute error of 105 admissions per unit per year, or a relative absolute error of 17%. Prediction accuracy depended on proximity to a hospital’s nearest neighbour, and was proportionately greater in urban areas where travel distance is less of a consideration. HASUs located close to other acutely admitting units have a poorer prediction accuracy than those located further from the nearest alternative acute stroke unit (figure 1). These results gave confidence in progressing with the basic model assumption that patients should generally attend their closest unit.

With an increasing number of HASUs, average and maximum road travel times reduce (figure 2), following the law of ‘diminishing returns’. For example, with 24 units (the number of neuroscience centres in England) the lowest average travel time is 34 min. As the number of HASUs is increased to 50, 75 and 100, the best average travel times found are 26, 22 and 19 min, respectively. The best maximum travel times found are 109, 99, 78 and 78 min with 25, 50, 75 and 100 HASUs. Average and maximum travel times for the identified solutions depend on what other factors are prioritised in the model. For example, with 25 HASUs, the average travel distances in different configurations (all of which are non-dominated solutions) range from 34 to 62 min, and the maximum travel time range from 109 to 378 min.

As the number of HASUs increases, both the maximum and minimum numbers of admissions to any single hospital in the configuration reduce (figure 3). For example, with 25 units the lowest possible maximum number of admissions to any single unit is 4381 admissions per year. With 50, 75 and 100 units, the largest hospital has admissions of 2493, 1829 and 1687 patients per year. These results represent the best compromise between unit size and distance if no other factors are regarded as important. To achieve all admissions attending a HASU with at least 600 admissions per year, the maximum number of hospitals is 85, by which point 82% of the population is within 30 min travel (with 95% and 98% being within 45 and 60 min, and the maximum travel time is 99 min).

As the number of HASUs increases, the proportion of patients within 30 min travel increases (figure 4), to a
maximum of 90% (the best possible proportions with 25, 50, 75 and 100 units were 52%, 70%, 84% and 88%). At the same time, increasing the number of HASUs reduces the number of patients attending a unit with at least 600 admissions per year (figure 4). Increasing the number of units leads first to an increase in the proportion of patients attending a unit of sufficient size within 30 min travel, but when increased further a reduction in this proportion is seen (figure 4). The maximum proportion of patients attending a unit admitting 600 patients per year within 30 min travel is 82%. Solutions with at least 80% of patients being within 30 min of a HASU admitting at least 600 patients per year have between 75 and 95 HASUs. If target travel time is increased from 30 min to 45 min, then the maximum proportion of patients attending a HASU of sufficient size is 95%, with this maximum occurring with between 65 and 90 units.

In each configuration it may be important to control the maximum number of admissions to any single unit. Configurations of between 75 and 85 HASUs were identified with all patients attending a unit admitting 600 patients per year, at least 80% of patients within 30 min travel and maximum admissions to any single HASU of no greater than 2000. The algorithm identified 93 configurations in which annual admissions were kept within 600–2000, at least 80% of patients were within 30 min of their closest HASU, and at least 95% and 98% of patients were within 45 and 60 min of their closest unit.
The distribution of size of unit among all solutions with yearly admissions per unit within the 600–2000 range was skewed significantly towards lower admissions (figure 5), with only 10% of units having more than 1500 admissions per year.

DISCUSSION

Our modelling of national configurations of HASUs, designed to replicate the population benefits from centralisation of acute stroke services, has shown the feasibility but also the compromises necessary to maximise these benefits. Currently just over half (56%) of patients with acute stroke are admitted to a stroke unit with at least 600 admissions per year, and NHS England proposes to increase this proportion through centralisation in fewer, larger units. These HASUs would have staffing levels and competencies as specified in national standards, and provide intensive (level 2) nursing and medical care for the initial 72 hours after onset (on average) before repatriation of the patient once medically stable to local step-down services for ongoing acute care and rehabilitation. By reducing from the current 127 acute sites to between 75 and 85 HASUs, our centralised HASU model predicts it is possible for all patients with stroke to attend a unit of sufficient size, but with a reduction in the proportion of patients within 30 min travel from the current 90% to 80%–82%, and with 95% and 98% of patients within 45 and 60 min travel, respectively.

Maximising the number of patients attending a HASU with at least 600 stroke admissions per year is not an end in itself. The figure is an approximation for the size of a HASU able to develop and sustain expertise in stroke care, and overcome identified barriers to improved care such as thrombolysis. An association has been observed between door-to-needle time for thrombolysis and institutional size. Patients admitted to HASUs in areas that have undergone centralisation were found to be more likely to receive other important clinical interventions such as brain scanning and direct admission to a stroke unit sooner. However, the corollary of such centralisations is the creation of very large units: the most recent Greater Manchester reconfiguration has created one HASU with over 2000 stroke admissions/year. Our modelling has explored the compromises between institutional size and distance, and the differential effects from centralisation in urban and rural areas. In seeking to balance these often competing priorities, we sought solutions where the largest unit had fewer than 2000 confirmed stroke admissions per year. We observed that in centralised solutions with all hospital admissions between 600 and 2000 admissions per year, fewer than 10% of hospitals would have admissions of more than 1500 per year. Nevertheless, large-scale reconfigurations raise significant issues around the capacity of a small number of very large receiving HASUs, both in infrastructure and workforce, and the potential disbenefits of such large units (if any) are much less well understood. Centralisation to 75–85 hospitals in the manner we have described could therefore be expected to provide a significant benefit to the majority of patients. To yield these benefits, the large majority of patients will travel only moderately further (if at all) to reach a HASU. The disbenefits are to approximately 1.5% of the population who would be more than 60 min away from a reconfigured HASU (compared with...
Figure 4  The effect of changing the number of acute stroke units on the proportion of patients attending a unit with 600 admissions per year, the proportion of patients attending a unit within 30 min of home location and the proportion of patients attending a unit with 600 admissions per year and within 30 min of home location. The top left panel shows the best solutions for each identified by the algorithms. The top right panels shows the proportion of patients attending a unit with 600 admissions per year. The bold line represents the best result identified in any scenario. The dotted line shows the worst result identified for a non-dominated solution. The shaded area represents the effective region of trade-off between attending a unit with target admission numbers and other optimisation parameters. The bottom two panels repeat the analysis for the proportion of patients attending a unit within 30 min of home location and the proportion of patients attending a unit with 600 admissions per year and within 30 min of home location.

an estimated 0.3% with all current acute stroke units), and to the 2% of patients who are currently within 30 min of an existing centre but who, with centralisation, will travel more than 45 min to their nearest HASU. Consideration is therefore needed of how the disbenefits for these patients might be mitigated. Increased travel times might be offset by targeted stroke awareness campaigns (which have been shown to enhance patient response to suspected stroke) leading to earlier contact of emergency services. Increased travel time may also be offset by reduced door-to-treatment time in the HASU. More radical solutions for isolated areas include mobile diagnosis and treatment. Early diagnostic access and intravenous thrombolysis are particular issues given the paucity of geographical coverage of mechanical thrombectomy in the UK, which promotes a model of ‘drip-and-ship’ (near-patient thrombolysis followed by immediate transfer to a more distant thrombectomy centre); currently only 75% of the English
population is within 45 min travel time of one of the current 24 neurosciences centres, where the expertise in this procedure is exclusively concentrated. All of these impacts from reconfiguration are not uniformly distributed, but fall disproportionately on more rural populations, and the existing evidence base from predominantly metropolitan reconfigurations does not allow a precise estimate of the trade-offs at hand when balancing locality against institutional size—a limitation that will hamper professional and public debate regarding the benefits and consequences of large service reorganisations.

In constructing our model, we have assumed all patients will be taken to their closest HASU. If this is not the case (such as decisions being made instead on organisational boundaries), then some inaccuracy of the model around those boundaries is expected. This will be especially true in areas that have more than one HASU in close proximity; in such cases choice of destination may be influenced by factors (such as institutional reputation) other than shortest travel time. With increasing centralisation, inaccuracies due to the proximity of units will reduce, as fewer patients will be on the boundary where travel time is not the only influence on the destination. We have also sought to avoid infeasibly large units (those larger than any existing HASU with more than 2000 stroke admissions/year), particularly as such an arrangement involves large numbers of stroke-like presentations (‘stroke mimics’) also being conveyed to a HASU—such mimics represent as much as an additional 32% of admissions. Centralisation therefore raises significant issues around the capacity of receiving HASUs, both in infrastructure and workforce. Continued capacity at any HASU will depend on the efficient repatriation to locally based post-acute and rehabilitation services (e.g., after the first 48–72 hours of care), and we have not modelled these effects or their vulnerability in this paper. There is also uncertainty around the recommended target of 600 admissions per year, not least as random variation would be expected to vary this figure between 550 and 650 (based on a Poisson distribution). With an ageing population, however, we anticipate a steady increase in admissions to hospital with disabling stroke despite better preventative care, particularly in stroke related to atrial fibrillation. Although such forecasting is imprecise, a potential increase in stroke incidence and hospital admissions could be driven by a predicted 54% increase in the population of England aged 75 or over the next 15 years. Such a rise would militate against enforcing the lower threshold for admissions too strictly (a centre admitting 500 strokes/year at present would very possibly be above that threshold in years to come), and may incline planners to err towards a lower maximum size for any HASU of, say, 1500 stroke admissions/year, to allow for the projected growth in stroke incidence.

Care should always be taken when considering what appear to be mathematically ‘optimal’ solutions. A model of this size identifies many solutions that have very similar performance, with only marginal differences between them. Our results are therefore best interpreted as showing the broad number of HASUs that are needed on a national or regional scale to deliver the maximum benefit from centralisation, and what impact this is likely to have on a significant minority of patients. Multiple objective optimisation location problems rarely, if ever, have a single explicit solution, and can illuminate but not dictate regional planning, which is still best conducted on a smaller scale, incorporating other local knowledge. Nonetheless, national-level analysis can provide an insight into the range of optimal distributions of stroke centres across England, for which geographical factors are of greater importance than in the predominantly urban reconfigurations that have taken place thus far. For the population of over 8 million people in London, reconfiguration resulted in eight HASUs with a range of annual stroke admissions between 775 and 1288 (or 1023–1700 when FAST-positive stroke mimics are included; FAST, Face, Arm, Speech, Time), and an average ambulance travel time of 17 min in Greater Manchester, reconfiguration resulted in three HASUs (total stroke admissions between 1073 and 2015/year) serving a population of approximately 2.8 million. The national algorithm has identified many possible configurations in which annual admissions to any HASU are within the range of 600–2000 and with at least 80% of patients within 30 min of their closest HASU. Choosing between approximately similar options will require other considerations to be taken into account, and this is best performed at a regional level, although not at the relatively small ‘footprint’ of many of NHS England’s 44 sustainability and transformation plans, the current geographical unit of planning.

Acute stroke care is evolving, and the development of mechanical thrombectomy for acute large artery stroke is likely to create an imperative for still greater centralisation of services. The geographical issues we have identified here will act as an even greater influence on service planning for such specialised treatment, with a similar or more pronounced differential effect between urban and rural
CONCLUSIONS

A policy of centralising acute stroke services across England in 75–85 HASUs could realistically achieve 80%–85% of patients attending an acute unit of sufficient size within 30 min travel time (with 95% and 98% being within 45 and 60 min travel, respectively), and with no unit larger than 2000 stroke admissions per year. Although centralisation could offer significant advantages to the large majority of patients, a small minority (2%–4% of the population) would be significantly adversely affected by centralisation, and planning for this minority will inevitably involve compromise between the recommended ideal institutional size and travel times. With centralisation of hyperacute care, thought also needs to be given to optimal organisation of follow-on care at home or in step-down units, which is beyond the scope of this paper.
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